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Objective: To find the mostly used type of finish line for each types that met the inclusion criteria, focusing on the number of each type
of materials for full coverage crown.
of full coverage crown.
Methods: An initial search was conducted from PubMed database and Results: From these 4 articles, two were in vivo study and another
Wiley Online Library to evaluate article about finish line and material two were in vitro study, with a total samples 140. The samples used
types of full coverage crown. The keywords used were “finish line” in those articles were all-ceramic, all-metal, and zirconia crowns. Two
and “fixed prosthodontics”. The initial results of this search were 175 articles did not mention about instrument (bur) and only 3 articles
articles. Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta- mention about impression materials.
Analysis (PRISMA) guidelines and Population/Problem, Intervention, Conclusion: In all-metal and all-ceramic crown articles, chamfer finish
Comparison/Control, and Outcome (PICO) questions were used for line were mostly used, but, in zirconia crown article, both rounded
manual selection. After manual selection, there were only 4 articles shoulder and shoulder-less/knife-edge were equally used.
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Introduction

An adequate and accurate tooth preparation is
important for marginal fit in fixed prosthodontics.1 One of the most important stages in
determining the success of fixed prosthodontics
is the preparation of the finish line. Because of
this preparation at the confluence between the
edges of the restorations with the supporting
tooth tissues.2 A bad restoration margin will
damage adjacent structure regardless of the restoration type. A well-adapted crown will decrease
bacteria plaque accumulation.3 Therefore, many
types of finish line have been recommended for
different types of material for fixed prosthodontics
crown to maximize the esthetics feature, and to
minimize irregularities and stress concentration at
the margins.1 Full coverage crown are usually
suggested by clinicians to restore the teeth for its
esthetic and functional properties, such as major
caries or fractured cusp.4,5 Restoring teeth require
sufficient space based on the material that will be
used in fixed prosthodontics.6
Conventionally, dental abutment was prepared
until there is finish line created where the
restoration rests. The crown margin can be located
subgingivally or supragingivally. But the subgingival
margin rarely used because it will lead to gingival
inflammation. Finish line can be classified into two
main groups namely horizontal, such as the curved
chamfer

main groups namely horizontal, such as the
curved chamfer, flat chamfer and straight
shoulder, and vertical, such as feather or knifeedge margins.6,7 Nowadays, many patients prefer
restoration in full coverage crown than partial
coverage crown. Meanwhile, so many clinicians,
especially the fresh graduate dentist, who did not
really understand the design and use of each
finish line in tooth preparation as an initial step
for making a full coverage crown.
This systematic review was carry out to look
for the most used type of finish line for each
type of material of the full coverage crown.

Methods
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) guidelines
were used in this article.8 In this systematic
article, Population/Problem, Intervention, Comparison/Control, and Outcome (PICO) questions
were “any teeth that will be prepared to restore the
teeth structure with full coverage crown and assess
the type of finish line that more suitable for each
type of material type for full coverage crown.”9
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Library
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specific keywords. The authors selected independently articles to find articles that compatible with
the inclusion criteria. Each article were selected
carefully by screening the title, and reviewing
the abstract, methods, and results. After that,
the authors listed the final articles that would
be used in this study.

Extraction of Data
The data that compatible with inclusion criteria
were listed by two reviewers until the final articles
were obtained. Data from the selected articles that
will be used in this systematic review were name of
the authors, year of publication, subjects, material
types of full coverage crown and their finish lines.

Results

Figure 1

PRISMA Flow Chart
articles about the finish line and material types
of full coverage crown. The keywords used were
“finish line” and “fixed prosthodontics”. The initial
results of this search were 175 articles. After
manual selection, only 4 have been determined
as final articles.

Eligibility Criteria
The inclusion criteria in this systematic review were
articles in English, the subjects were human teeth,
any kind of finish line preparation, and the articles
were published between January 2015 to December
2017. On the other hand, all articles with models
as subject, articles about implant, removable and
fixed partial denture, also systematic review and
meta-analysis or literature review and not a fulltext article were excluded.
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In initial search by two authors, there were 175
articles found. After screening the titles, reviewing
the abstracts and full-text, 171 articles were
excluded because 69 articles were not studies in
full coverage crown, 9 articles were about systematic
review or meta-analysis or literature review, 38
articles were studies in partial prosthodontics
or implants or not a full coverage crown, 20
articles were not full-text articles, 15 articles
were not mention about material types of full
coverage crown or finish line, or both of them
and 20 articles were studies in models.
From 4 articles that were included in this review,
number of samples used in those articles were 46 in
Vigolo et al.9 article, 30 in Akin et al.10 article, 4 in
Taha et al.11 article and 60 in Tsiagali et al.12 article,
with total sample were 140.
Table 1 showed two articles conducting an in
vivo study and two other articles were using in vitro
study. The studies conducted by Akin et al.10 and
Taha et al.11 were using all-ceramic crown material,
but they are using different finish line: chamfer
finish line in Akin et al.10 study and shoulder finish
line in Taha et al.11 study. In zirconia material study,
Vigolo et al.9 were comparing two different finish
line: rounded shoulder and shoulder-less (knifeedge). And for all-metal material study, Tsiagali et
al.4 were using chamfer finish line.

Discussion

The study that were done by Akin et al.10 used
all-ceramic crown with chamfer finish line. They
were usually used the all-ceramic crown in maxillary
anterior region because of the esthetics and natural
appearance. For a successful esthetic result, the
finish line of tooth preparation at the cervical area
Selection of Article
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Table 1 Descriptions of studies comparison
Author

Type of study

Samples

Type of Materials for Full Coverage
Crown
All-Metal All-Ceramics
Zirconia

Vigolo et al

In Vivo Study

46

Akin et al

In Vivo Study

30

-

Taha et al

In Vivo Study

4

-

Tsiagali et al

In Vivo Study

60

-

23 Roundedshoulder
23 Shoulder-less
(knife-edge)

No mentioned

Chamfer

-

Fine diamond bur
(856EFO12; Komet,
Lemgo, Germany)

Shoulder

-

No mentioned

-

Chamfer

Instrument
(Bur)

-

conventional chamfer provides a good support for
ceramic crown but it is not as good as deep
chamfer and the deep chamfer is not also as
good as a shoulder. The study that were done by
Jalalian et al.14 also used chamfer and shoulder
finish lines. These finish lines have a strong
fracture resistance. The fracture resistance is
stronger than biting forces so that we could use
both of the finish lines. Chamfer finish line has
a better fracture resistance than shoulder, and
it is recommended to improve biomechanical
performance of crown.
Taha et al.12 using shoulder as finish line for
all-ceramic crowns. That statement supported
Shillingburg et al.13
all-ceramic crowns. That statement supported
Shillingburg et al.13 that the classic shoulder was
the choice for all-ceramic crowns since long time
ago. This type of finish line, it generates space
for healthy restoration contours and maximum
esthetics but it required more destruction of tooth
structure compared with any other finish line. A
better strength was given by shoulder finish line
compared with chamfer finish line in all-ceramic
crowns.
The other side, Vigolo et al.10 study were using
zirconia with comparing two different finish line,
which is rounded shoulder and shoulder-less/
knife-edge.

-

8 mm medium
roughness tapered
diamond bur with a
rounded end (850/008;
JTC Fulldent SA)

Impression
Material
Impregum Penta; 3M
ESPE, Seefeld,
Germany
Irreversible
hydrocolloid
Polyvinylsiloxane
Irreversible
hydrocolloid

No mentioned

Impression
compound

The results of this study supported the null
hypothesis that there is no statically different
between those two finish line. The limitation of
study by Vigolo et al. 10 is the small number
samples. It was concluded that marginal fit of
zirconia crowns between vertical and horizontal
finish line was similar. This result also supported
Poggio et al.15 study that for zirconia crowns, knifeedge margins allow clinical performance similar
with the other margin designs, thereby requiring
less removal of tooth structure.
Tsiagali et al. 4 were using all-metal crown
with chamfer finish line. In this studies, 60 intact
maxillary premolar were used because the most
frequently fractured cusps were mandibular
first molars and maxillary first premolars. That
result supported Shillingburg et al.13 statement,
that shoulder finish line generally is not used as
a finish line for cast metal restorations. A finish
line is needed to enable the fabrication of a
restoration with a good fit, and chamfer finish
line is the best for providing the bulk needed for
strength while still allowing good adaptation.16

Conclusion

From this systematic, it was concluded that in allmetal and all-ceramic crown, chamfer finish line
were mostly used, but in zirconia crown, both
rounded shoulder and shoulder-less/knife-edge were
equally used. Unfortunately, articles that included
in this review were so limited, therefore,
future studies with more sample are needed to find
3
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rounded shoulder and shoulder-less/knife-edge were
equally used. Unfortunately, articles that included
in this review were so limited, therefore, future
studies with more sample are needed to find a more
accurate result.
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